
 

 

 

     

1. Create a card base from white card measuring 15.5 x 18cm and place in front of you with the fold on the left. 

2. Cut a piece of blue card, 13.5 x 16cm and matt onto white pearl card, followed by a layer of gold mirror card, each time 

leaving a border showing around the outside. Mount the matted layers centrally onto the front of your card base. 

3. Cut a piece of watercolor card, 12.5 x 15cm and spritz lightly with water. Apply a small amount of Chipped Sapphire and 

Black Soot Distress Stain onto a craft sheet and spritz with water. Swipe the moistened watercolor card through the stain, 

picking up as much color as you can to cover the surface. Whilst the card is still damp, sprinkle with Violet Storms 

Infusions and give a light mist of water over the top. The powder crystals will create pools of diffused color once the water 

mixes with them. Heat dry the card thoroughly. 

4. Using an antistatic bag, dust over the surface of the inked card and then using Versamark ink, ink up one of the small 

snowflakes from the Soft Grace stamp set and stamp the snowflake over the surface of the inked card. Sprinkle white 

embossing powder over the top and then tap away the excess. Heat emboss the powder until molten. 

5. Mat the background onto a piece of white pearl card, leaving a border around the outside. 

6. Cut a strip of acetate, 17 x 6.5cm. Place the strip in front of you with the longest side placed horizontal. Measure from the 

left hand side, 1cm, 2cm, 15cm and 16cm and score vertically. Mountain fold along the score lines. Place strong adhesive 

tape along the outermost 1cm tabs of the acetate and place the acetate at the bottom of your matted layers of card, 

attaching the tabs to the back of the matted layers and creating a box effect on the front. 

7. Mount your background with the acetate wrap onto the matted layers on your card base, using foam pads to secure it into 

place. 

8. Die cut the Metropolitan image from white pearl card. Add adhesive to the back of the image (or run the image through a 

Xyron Machine, if you have one) and then place over the top of your acetate. 

9. Using gold mirror card and the Snow Wishes die, die cut the wording and attach adhesive to the back or again, run the 

wording through a Xyron machine. Attach the wording to the acetate box, placing it directly onto the background. Add a 

small pearl to the center of the gold snowflake. 

10. Ink a piece of white stamping card using Peeled Paint and Forest Moss Distress Ink. 

11. Using the Jolly Holly die, die cut a selection of foliage from the inked card. Ink the edges of the foliage with Gathered 

Twigs Distress Ink and shape each piece to create a more realistic look. 

12. Arrange the foliage across the top section of the acetate box, placing it above the metropolitan die cut and secure into 

place with a hot glue gun. 

13. Tie a piece of twine into a triple looped bow and attach two small red jingle bells to the center of the bow. 

14. Attach the bow to the center of the holly foliage using a hot glue gun. 

15. Apply small amounts of Candy Cane Glitter glue to accent the berries on the holly leaf foliage and leave to dry completely. 

16. Add a dark blue pearl, placing them on the bottom of either side of the acetate box to complete the card. 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Emma Williams 

Penny Black Products Used: 51-082 Snow Wishes, 51-152 Jolly Holly, 51-

169 Metropolitan, 30-311 Soft Grace 

Additional Products: White Stamping Card, Navy Blue Card, Watercolor 

Card, Gold Mirror card, White pearl card, Acetate, PaperArtsy Infusions Violet 

Storms, Chipped Sapphire and Black Soot Distress Stain, Gathered Twigs, Peeled 

Paint and Forest Moss Distress Ink, Twine, White Embossing Powder, Versamark 

Watermark Ink Pad, Red Jingle Bells, Blue Pearls from 28 Lilac Lane Embellishment 

Kit (Attic Findings), Candy Cane Ranger Stickles Glitter Glue, Small blue pearl;  

Other: Blending Tool, 3D Foam Squares, Heat Tool, antistatic bag, Adhesive Tape, 

Xyron machine (optional) 

 
 

 

 

 


